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Computer algebra with REDUCE 
 

Introduction 
REDUCE is an interactive program designed for 
general algebraic computations of interest to 
mathematicians, scientists and engineers. It is 
designed for interactive use, but can also be 
used in batch script mode. The current version 
is version 3.7. 

Accessing REDUCE  
REDUCE is available on all of the ITS UNIX 
computers. It is best run from a Common 
Desktop Environment (CDE) session, but you 
can also access it from a remote terminal 
preferably by using a secure shell login. 

If you are using the Unix Common Desktop 
Environment 

If you logged into your account from an ITS 
Unix workstation or from the Start | Durham 
Network | CDE host options on a networked 
PC, you will be working in an X11 environment. 
Open a new window. 

If you logged in remotely from another Unix 
or Linx computer 

The easiest way is to connect to an ITS Unix 
machine such as altair using a secure shell 
connection. Provided your $DISPLAY 
environment variable is set correctly, this will 
automatically allow the time-sharing computer 
to display X-windows on your workstation. To 
connect to altair type: 

 

slogin –X altair 

 
Running REDUCE 
Now initialise the REDUCE environment, type: 

reduce.init 

A new window will be created, with the title 
“REDUCE 3.7”. In the window type 

reduce 

to start the package running. 

Example 
When REDUCE starts up you should see 

REDUCE 3.7, 15-Apr-1999 ... 

 

1: 

To test it out type 
factorize 4712; 

The following output should appear: 
{{2,3},{19,1},{31,1}} 

To check out the X-windows environment type 
2: plot sin x; 

at the prompt. You should see a Gnuplot 
window appear. 

Redfront interface 
The redfront front-end offers command line 
editing via the GNU readline library. To use this 
you will need to copy the file  

/usr/local/reduce/reduce3.7/dotreducerc 

into your home directory and rename it to 
.reducerc. 

Where to find more information 
The REDUCE home page is at: 
http://www.uni-koeln.de/REDUCE/

The REDUCE 3.7 manuals are available at the 
IT Service Desk.  

You might also like to look at the Mathematica 
and Maple packages. 
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